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In recent years, American, news personnel and media schdlars have been

questioning treditianal beliafeand, practices in journalism. Terms such as

new jOurnalism? participant reporting,2 depth reporting,3 precision journalism,4

and specialised reporting5 have cone to the fore.

In the wake of this discussion -- and of the controversial application

6 __A
of marketing spproacihes to television AVM mum newspapers? mw3h effort

has been devoted to refining beliefs about goals, standards of performance,

and ethics.
8
Nome consensus ai such beliefs is needed for professionalisation,

according to socticeogists. 9

A naticn-wide survey of aver 1,300 worldng journalistsl° and intensive

case studies of two prominent American newspapers11 indicate that beliefs --

and the journalists who hold then fall empirioally into at least two

distinct if not homoloneous clusters:

1. A neutral school. Proponents of this viewpoint see news as

emerging naturally from events. Responsible journalism is said to require

objectivity and factual accuracy, which mey bocce, "ritusliied as justifications

for the truth valike of information which a reporter transmits." 12 Neutral

journalists object with special vigor to coverage whibh is biased, eensational

or excessive -- to sins of comission which get in the way of telling

nothing but the trutho,13

;1



2. A participant school. While generally subscribing to a concept of

fairness, journalists of this persuasion aee the reporter as actively and

subjectively involved in defining truth. He or she must report news in

contexts sifting
14

through available information to find impl.cations, causJs

and msanings.15 Primary journaliqins include news suppressions irrelwvance

and superficiality -- sins of omission in which .one fails to reveallhe

*Ade .2t1926

There is evidence that journalists are ccminglo hold such beliefs

and feel an increasing commitment to the public-service and 661r-sacrifice

elements of professionalism.
17

Unfortunately, most studies, including the

present ones have focused largely an:the newspaper setting. However, beliefs

about my/wiper work certainly shed light an the ram and function of

magasines. Atter ells same newspaper people such as David Halberstea have

gone to work for magazines partly because they had trouble dealing with

stylistics bureaucratic and time constraints in newsroome./8 Furthers/3Mo

many if not most journalism students take several courses taught from a

newspaper perspectiva.

Beliefs about constraints and routinization take on a new and

theoretically significant meaning in James grunies information systems

theory.19 This study seeks to build on Grunig's theory, which says in part

that openness and intensity of information seeking are greatest where one

finds:

1. Recognition of a problem -- an element of indeterminacy which needs

to be resolved. Drawing on John Dewey, Grunig suggests such reccgnition

helps lead one to define new alternatives rather than repeat behaviors

or continue to keep assumptions held earlier.

4
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2. Perception of few constraints to commtnication and the use of

information gained through it. Where such constraints are recognised,

commication say be minimal (or in some cases, limited to identifying

and *mounting constraints)."

3. Lack of domination by simple:referent criteria or decision rules.

Puch a rale (for example, a nandati to balance informative with entertaining

news in a certain ratio each dgy) can act as a k'din of short-cut formula

reducing the range and amount of information seen as needed to define

situations and make decisions.
21

These concepts have obvious relevance to the neutral vs. participant

distinction.

Newsroom constraints include advertiser pressure, physical location,

deadlines, space limitations, bureaucratic norm, and chains of °amend.
22

To the participant journalist, such constraints doubtless seem arbitrary,

limiting and somewhat avoidable.23 The neutral, on the other hand, is likely

to view them as necessary -- and as tolerable even if bothersome.
.

Problem recognition focuses on the campleatty of decisions and the

need for careful thought and analysis in making them. As noted earlier, neutrals feel

truth is revealed naturally, so one can simply check the facts. Participante,

on the other hand, see a higher level of subjectivity and copplexity.

Referent criteria or decision rules are'codified in textbooks.
24

Young

journalists stu4y news pegs ar elements (criteria such as consequenc4 to

readers, human interest, timeliness, unexpectedness, etc.). Other rules

specify that local names and places build audience, that events rather than

issues determine coverage, and that prominent names warrant emphasis.

Widespread use of these rules may simplify the news-judgment process, making

careful analysis of audiences and contexts seem unnecessary.



The purpose of this exploratory study was to examine Vella's about the

newspaper setting defined from an inforsationsystems perspective ums. and

see how they correlated with each other. %shaped to find belief clusters

which might help illuminate.the neutral vs. participant distinction.

Also, we searched for differences between magazine and other journalism

students, testiig the hypotheses thats

1. Magazine students would tend to see substantial differences between

their own news preferences and those prevalent in the small town where they

were studying. In coorientation terms, these students should score lower

on !magnesia, than would people in other sequences.

2. Magazine students would be inclined to follow pi-mei:rod audience

preferences rather thanrtheir owni where the two differ) .in making editorial

decisions. Nonmagasine majors should show a lesser tendency, if any, in

thus direction.

These hypotheses stem from our assumption that magazine courses

stress audience definition and study. Magasines texte25 appear to emphasize

such processes more than do newspaper-oriented reporting 26 and editing27 texts.

Methods

Respondents., In all, 123 upper-level and graduate students in journalism

were tested at Ohio University and Toledo University. Fifteen of the students

were enrolled in a mass communicatica theory seminar at the graduate level.

All others tested were in advanced reporting, news editing, editorial page,

magazine editing, magasine feature writing and magazine production courses.

Obviously, results with these respondents oannot be applied to working

journalists. However, it was felt that advanced and intermediate students at

professionally oriented schools merit study. Unlike many Practicing news

people, students have thought recently and fairly intenaivily about professional

norms and standards. Relationships &mpg beliefs may show up quite clearly

in such &population. (1



MaasurImpet. Fortreeven Likertwlype questions were cast in a five-

point agree4isagree format to text ipfommOdAntwastmutconcepts. Between

mine and 13 items 'were designed to tap eadb far concepts.

AI previous study indieated that referent criteria fall into two

clusters. We sought to measure' each. The first encompassed news elem.L.Ants

The second, called ruler-orientation, dealt idth belief or disbelief in sudh

comientians as the inverted pyramid and the summary lead, balance Jailers%

and objectivity.

Conotrainto nen thonght to cams from time and space limitations,

advertiser pressure and media-exeoutive dictates.

We sought to tap problenrecognitiomisith. items css perception of news

judgment as a simple, routine prOcess, percetred agreement among journalists

in :adging news, level of felt need for extensive training, and the need for
time in derision-esking.

Finally, three items dealt with the importance of audience in

the editorial process. These items related to the diachmiewaynchronie

distinction suggested by Thaler° and emphaelsed by Grunig29 and Hesse."

Factor analyses were done separately on item* designed to tep eadh of

the ftve concepts listed above. Principal-axis volutions and variaax

rota:Weis were completed, using the Statistical Palkage for the Social Sciences.

With each of the first four analyses (on news elements, rule-orientation,

problenrecoznition, and constraints), three factors had eigenvalues of at

least .50. In each instance, we ran both a threo-factor and a four-factor

solution, reporting the former in table 1. A minimum of two items were used

to define a given factor. Furthermore, an item helped define a dimension

only ifs



1. Its primary lOading vas on that factor in both the three-factor

and fcer-factor solutices.

2. The itemliprimary loading was at leasi .42. In all but four cases*

this figure was at least .50. Three-factor solutions were analyzed here.

3. The itemts primary loading exceeded its second highest by at least .20.

The analysis of aulience-orientatioq yielded only One factors being based

on Nat three items.

Since each information-systems notion was the objeCt oi a separate factor-

analytic procedure, the principle axis aolutions did not minimize inter-index

correlations. These coefficients were low enough to indicate separate underlying

concepts were tapped. However, correlations clustered in systematic and

meaningful ways as noted later.

Three items whisk did not help define factors seemed central to

*conventional wisdom* about newsroce: yolk. These focused an objectivity

(keeping opinions out of news columns), emphasis an event rather than issue

reporting, and respect for traditional practices in journalism. Inch of these

items served as a single-item index in certain analyses. Table 2 gives

question wording.

In testing ths studes two a priori hypotheses, we measured congruency

with a single item worded as follows:

Weld like you to assume you are workiniin the newsroas of a daily paper
in your university community. Pecple living in this region are a
diverse lot. However, we!d like you to think of a typical or average
reader of the paper snd assess how similar at different you and that
reader probably are as to the news stories you would find worth raading.
Indicate whether you and the typical reader have news tastes that ares

extremely staler
---fairly similar

----not very similar
not similar at all 8
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In measuring one's tendency to follow own lie audience perspectives,

we asks.' a Angle question of our. 91 non-magasine respondents.. In introducing

the item, we noied that an editer often realises a story which interests him

or her won't interest too many readers, and vice versa. We then asked respondents

to initiate bow mnolitheed weigh own vs. audience interests on a scale from

-3 (follow audience completely) to 0 (fallow own interests ocupletely). The

0 or nfttral point Was defined as weighing both perspectives equally.

. Some aneelotel data in this initial phase suggested that emphasis on

self nsed not cane at the expense of audience, or vice versa. Avers= could

conceivably ignore both -- attending to news-source interests, scholarly

assessment of needs, or other factors. Also, one could strive to accimmodate

both viewpoints.

In light of this, we used' one question to measure followership of the

=dime, another to get at autonony (Judging news on the basis of one's own

interests and preferenims), with our magasine-cosave students. Zech question

involved ratings on a scale from -3, ignore own (or audience) interests ocopletely,

to +3, follOW own (ar audience) interests completely.

While the measures.differed, both permitted us to identify pecple who

leaned toward mammy more than followership. Such respondents gave

positive ratings(4, 42, or *3) in our one-item data sot, higher scompon

autonomy, than on followership with the two-item approach. In like fashion,

we were able to identify those with stronger followership than autonomy,



Results

As shown imitable 1# factor analysis revealed may one concept,

tipped by three items, dealing with problem! recognition. These itmas

focused an perception of news :adgment as simple and routine, the need for

a news editor to be widely read and well educated, and the amount of

thought and aanlysis which goes into.good news 9psessment.

Rule-mil:dam encompassed two distinct factorst

1. Witing !iglu with two items an the extent to which mummer

writing has become mmre innovative and less dominated by such formulae

as the inverted pyramid and the summary lead in recent years.

2. km1411221, tapped by three items centering an the extent to

which informal makeup and should become salient, lessening emphasis

on order and balanse.

4element orientation also yielded two interpretable factors.

The first, news-element# hinged on two items dealing with the

general usefulness of such, elements aa ocnsequenee# conflict and tilmeliness

in judging news. The second concepts also described with two items, involved

4

0104 need for news people to place substantial,emphasis an conflict, bad news

,And sensationalisom.

Analyses on newsroom constraint revealed two additional concepta which

appeared to be relative1y independent of each other. The first, labeled

constrained opportunitar# stemeed fru' three items on the degree to which

newspaper time and space constraints are seen as limiting initiative and

creativity, perhaps leading some empluyees to think of leaving. Second,

two items dealt with the ofto-claimed tendency of publishers and top.exeoVoives

to dictate news judgment.
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In the fifth and 14W:factor anilpie, three items on audience-orientation
correlated significantly with each other and hung together in a single-factor
solution. These statements had to do with the imortanoe of audence study
in editorial work.

Firtiart about gire,

Once defined, indices Imre used to describe overall interests and

leanings of,our student respondents. Some interesting conclusions emerge.

))tit eabout1 ere
Firsts studenti saw a slibstantial need for audience LtAy. We'd

expected to see more felt need in magisine classes, where audienoe definition

and analysis are stressed, than in other areas. Howevers,both'the mewing, and

non-magasine groups averaged about 7.75,. with Aran. of possible values from

2 to 10.

Second, groblen recognition scores were 'high. Students apparently

bought the notion -- no douiwt stresied in classes -- that nova judgment is a'

mplex process not easily handled *du( simple decision rules. Given a need

to take a cogplexs heterogeneous audience into account, of course, problem

recognition could hardly be low.
s.

Third, the students showed signs of buying aertall. Journalistic traditions.

They showed same liking for balanceand same formtlity)in newspaper makeup --

a finding which surprised us someOhat in light of previous research on college

pudents by Click and Stempe1.31 Their data showed a widespread tendency to

see traditional vertical pages as quite ethical but relatively unattractive.

We conjecture that journalism students may be led by their course work to place

a fair amount of emphasis on the concepisof ethics and responstbility.



In further data bearing on traditions, our respondents placed bigb, emphasis

on objeotivitr -- separating fact from opinion. And the basic notion af

'traditional journalietio practices,' without definition, received oonsiderable

sPP lova.

Fourth, sass *oonventional wisloWiabout news drew fairky widespread

critioism. Many respandents doubted the utility of news elements and the need

!or sensationalimin newspaper coverage, as well as the notion that event

coverage is clearly more imPortant than analYnis of imago

ln the area of newsroom constraints, feelings were mixed. Relatively few

people felt time and space constraints are leading lota of bright newspersons to

consider leaving the newspaper business. Yet a substantial number =pressed

concern -- perhaps learned from journalism reviews and media-and-society

classes -- about front.office pressure on the newsroom.

We were somewhat surprised that magazine and newspaper-course students

differed very, very little as to beliefs about news work. We compared the

two groUps an our summed indices as well as an questionnaire items taken

ane at a time. There were actually fewer differences than one might expect

by chancel

In retrospect, this last finding makes sense, Basic journalism courses

tend to focus hpavay on newspaper work. And students from all sequences

tend to take the ear introductory courses. It's important to remember

that we were dealing with students' perceptions of immemwork -- not

with their own career goals and plans.
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In testini hypotheiis one; we also,found no clear difference between

tike two groups. pongruencr was fa.ierkythigh throughout, 'esith about half of

both asstasine-and newspaper-course st,dtOs seeing themselves am "may similar"

Wimps iiterebt te residentvofthe,university towns in which they mere studying.

SlightWover.one-third *beaked the *not very similar' response, with very few
A

marking "oxtreleAvaimilarn or "not similar at all." Thus hypOthesis one was

net, confirmed.

As *town in table 3, however, hypothesis two was confirmed. When asked

to assume their news interests did differ from their audiences', magazine-oriented

students showed a very strong tendency to follow perceived audience-tendencies

rather than, their own.- Nwespaper-course studene , an the other hand, split

fairly ewe; ;,..etween self and audis6Le. It 4k irs that course work and/or

nOiazine-related experience may heve increasid the audience's salience even

.1 1ypoth.t cal newspaRers,

A caveat seems in order here. A small number of magazine majors in non-

magazine'coursespand vice versa, mey have obscured some differendas in our

analysis. However, the difference between magazine and other raj

autonopy and followership is so marked that it seems safe to

plays a part.

quence

Puttluthereos,

Retaining to the information-systems concepts, we looked to zero-

order correlations among indices for same hint ai tolkwhether'these variables

might cluster together in ways consistent with the neutral and participant

perspectives. Some intriguing clues did appear -- centering mostly on

layout style and constrained opportunity.

I 3
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The respondents scoring high =And:style (and thereby showing

disapprovil it informal makeup an well as doubts about its prevalence) shoved

signs of the neutral viewpoint. Thersaw news elongate am fairly useful and
N,

voiced general approval of traditional journalistic Oractice. And they did not.

see newspaper time and space linitations.as unbearabli restrictive.

At the same time, high accri on layout style saw the news business as

complex and problematic. Airther, they showed a slight tendenqy to emphasise

/sails rather than event coverage. In sum, they were "thoughtful" neutrals,

respecting traditional concepts but not seeing the newsperson as a simple

blotter tor gathering or conveyor belt for reporting "facts."

Inanalyses not shown in table 4, approval of objectivity also correlated

with certain concepts mentioned above. The believer in objectivity showed a

fairly strong tendency to respect traditional practice (r=.25, 1)4(.01), and

mild inclinations to emphasise news elements (ra.16, p 405) as well as

event reportage (ra.15, 13(05). The "objectivist," it appears, bought

traditions in a relatively unquestioning way, while the perion scoring

high an layout style did not. Objectivity and layout style did not correlate

(r0.04, p> .05).

Put table 4 about here.

Returning to table 4, the person scoring high on constrained opportunity

e., believing that nany talented people want to leave the newspaper business

because of constraints) tended to resemble the adalarli aie defined by

Johnstone, Slawski and Bowman.32 Specifical.17, this respondent:



1. 4tended.to downgrade the importance of and need for formal layout,

news elements, audience study, and traditional practice in general.

2. saw prOblem recognition as fairly loi in the nessmer business,

perhaps reflecting a vim) that formulae and traditiceis prevail there.

3. showed a neatly significant tendency (1.0.12, pw.086) to believe that

good news coverage does'require fairky substantial emphasis an conflict,

bad news and sensation/0.1mM. Many "new jourhalists" provide such coverage.

Taken together, these results suggest a kind of irreverent desire to
and contemporary ideals.33

cast aside juurnalistic traditiolgi They suggest &viewpoint rather akin"

to the nmw journalism espoused by innovators and rebels of the late 19160s

and early 1970s. And certainly they contrast with the serious-minded traditionalists

defined by our analysis of layout, 6.71....e and its correlates.

Summary and Conclusions

This study indicated that magazine-sequenee students in two

professionally oriented schools agreed with their colleagues in other

sequences an beliefs about newspapering.

When we looked at ways in which students felt they would behave, however,

en impertant difference showed up. Magezine students tended overwhelmin0 to

want to follow audience rather than own interests when judging the news)*

given a conflict between the two.

There is sn obvious need to examine the generalizability of this

finding -- and the extent to which it holds over tine as students follow

varied career paths. This seems, in fact, to be a major issue for cremporary

journalism. Certainly magazine editors such as Norman Cousins have experienced

intense conflict between inclinations to follow their own judgment and

demands that they "play, to an audience" when making editorialdecisians.34

Our data suggest that the neutral anu rticipant perspectives may

underly belief clustersheld by today's journalism students.

1 5
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,

However, there's also a hint that the neutral viewpoint emphasises

earefuls'amaytical approaches to the field. At any rate, participants do

pot appear to corner the market when it comes to endorsing journalibtic

innovation and thoughtfulness.4m

In research now'underway, we are using measures of information-systems

concepts to predict certain types of editorial behavior. Results to date

suggest that open-minded, analytic people#as defined by the Grunig modal)

do tend, as predicted, to perceive differences in news preference between

self and audience. Noting such differences (or at least, being alert to

their possible existence) seems like =important step toward enlightened

editing.

If further validated, belief clusters of the type noted here should

be of interest to Journalism educators. Classroom teaching may have helped

build the clusters found. And the author, would argue that educational goals

should focus on them as well as on traditional writing, editing and

newsgathering skills.

We hope te check news-related beliefs held by working journalists

in the near future. Wrk in the qews media may reinforce or obliterate

belief clusters. Also, work environments may change the relative salience

of clusters without altering them drastically,



TAMS 1

Pastor Analyses of liewaroon-Delief Items Associated with

Sach'of Five Information.ftutens Coneepts

--;76,.1 A . Voi

News judgnent is a faieky nipples
routine process.(-)

A newspaper editor need not be
widely read and well educated to
judge spot news effeetively.(-).

Effective judgnunt of spot news
reqpires very little thought
and analysis.(-)
Percentage of counonfactor valOence
amounted for by eaCh factor

me
(Prcb3an
Recognition)

RULE

.66

149%

(Writing
Style)

Notepaper writing is governed reach 3ass
today than it was 10 or 20 years ago try .82

structure and the sumary lead...era"
1fossulaeo such as the inverted

Innovative writing which deviates from
traditions such the inverted pyramid
end the summary load is substantially
wore eammon today in American newspapers
than it was several years ago.(.)

Current trends in newspaper layout free
editors from a need to position stories, .014
pictures and headlines for orderly
balance and flow.(-)

Informal newspaper layout* freeing
editors fram need to petition stories, .114
pictures and headlines for orderly
balance and flow, is healthy.(-)

A newspaper should strive for informal
appearance.(-)

Percentage of camel-factor variance
amounted for by each factor

1 7

51%

.6%

.10.

28%

.07

.02

.03.

22%

ao
(Layout

Style)

.06 .01

.014 .13

.20

-.03

.08

20%



TABLIL-1 (cont.)

.Nfig-ELEMENT ORIENTATION

News judgment is so complex and
nebulous that "nwws elements" such
as consequence, conflict
timeliness provide only allude
beginning in umderstanding

The widespread concern for timeliness
often harms journalism by helping to

\ wake news coverage superfioial.(-)

Oood news judgment necessarily involves
heavy emphasis an conflict and bad
news.(+)

\Some reporting of sensational news is
necessary to cover life accurately
and completaly.,(0

Percentage of common-factor variance
accounted for by each factor

'tractor I "--"PilIT
(News-Element (Sensational-
Utility) ism)

116 .07

.111A .12 .05

.0o
04°

7.33

42%

.45
A

35% . 22%

Most articles in a newspaper are
shorter than needed to help
readers understand what is
reported. (+)

Journalists wbo work for American
newspapers have little opportunity
to show initiative and be creative.(+)

ao or ac or Ik4 actor
(Constrained (Executive
(pportunity) Praissure)

.03 .50

Limitations of space and tine are so
pest in newspaper work that most
bright, creative editorial employees A. .10 ..,09

at least seriously consider leaving to
write books or magadne artioles.(+)

The publisher and other top executives
largely-dictate what stories a journalist .21 .14
ahowld emphasiso.(*).

By and large, American publishers and other -.05 ,78
top newspaper executives do little to influense
or dictate news judgment.(-)

Percentage of cammon-factor variance
accounted for by each factor

A 5 ()% 33% 17%



AUDISNCI-OR/RNTATION

Careful study of reader interests
and preferences in the news really
isnot worth the time and effort
required.(-)

If editors and don't stay in
thtouch wi their a fences, people jha

will quit buying pers.(*)

In judging the news, & journalisi who
worries & lot about audience interests j12_
and preferences is apt to perform
poorly.(-)

Factor
(Audience-
Orientation)

Only items used to describe a listed factor are included above). The
first four solutions generated three factors each, with no label being
attached to factors not described by at least two items. A Pima sign
indicates1hat a given item was scored negatively, pith a value of 5
assigned to a "strongly disagree" response and 1 to "strongly agree."
'Aare a pl* sign appears, the reverse or positive scoring was thne.



TABU 2

Mean Scores an Newaromaelief Indices

Index Mean Soore(raga)1 Standard Berm of Mean

Belief in importance'
of objectivity in
newspaper writings 8.78* .085

preventing personal
opinion from affecting
the neve

Problem recognition

Audience orientation

Belief in traditional
journalistic practices

Layout style

Executive pressure

Belief in primacy of
cowering events in
newspapers, with issues
deserving coverage
primarily as reflected in
daily events

Sens ati onali sas

Constrained opportunity

News-element utility

7.15**..

7.12*

6.26

6.18

5.30

.219

.151

.100

.233

.177

129

.1143

.206

.157

A

a was a ane ex raw scores rang rori a west postai
value of 1 to a highest value of 5. The scare repotted here is the
raw score x 2, making the figure comparable with data from 2-item indices.

**This was a three-item index with raw scords ranging from a lowest possible
value of 3 to a highest value of 15. The score reported here is the
raw score x .667, making the figure cconarable with 'lea from 2-item indices.

20
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Peroemtage.of Respondents trap Newspaper and Magazine Classes

Showing a Tendency Teward Autemasy vs. Followership

Students in Students in

newspaper-oriented magazine-oriented

clesses(noll) c1asses(n921

Those indicating a
greater leaning toward
followership (looking at
perceived audienoe 43% 81$

interests in judging news
for local paper) than
toward'antonogy (judging
on the basis of own
interests)

Those indicating an
equal tendency toward 23$ 16$

followerdhip and
autonagy

Those indicating a
greater leaning toward
autoncor than toward 314% A
followership

/NMI/

The two groups differed significantly. (es112.51,1.11f, p:C.01; with two

bottom rows combined to achieve sufficient sample size.)
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Product-Ems:a Correlations (sero .order)- Between Layout Styleov.

Constrained Opportunity and Other Inlices

LOYOUt 3t4y3a

'Problin recognition
(r".32, p4.001)

Constrained' oppertunity
(r" 13<.001)

News-element utilitg
(re .29# p4C.001)

Approv4 of traditional
journalistic practices
tre .1.5s P <45)

Approval of event-
orientation in reporting
(re -.15, Po.05)

Conatrained Q:eortunity

Layout style
(r. 1)4.01)

Approval of traditional
jourtialistia practices
(re -.20# p4.02)

News-element utility
(re -.314, (4001)

Audience-orientation
(re -46# p <.05)

Prob3.en reoognition
(re -.19# p<.02)

047 correlations significant at the & level are reporgailele.

4
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